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Abstract
The adoption of virtualization technologies in networking is promoting a
radical innovation in the way network services are managed and delivered.
Indeed, some network services may be provisioned to cope with complex and
unpredictable traffic demands by dynamically creating a sequence of Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) and steering traffic flows through them. In this
context, the optimized deployment of network services, composed of VNFs
that may be instantiated in multiple Data Centers (DCs), is one of the most
challenging orchestration target. VNF placement is the problem of choosing
the set of optimal locations for a chain of VNFs according to the service
request and the current characteristics of available computing resources and
network links. With respect to the state of the art, our original contribu-
tion reflects a multi-stakeholder perspective (subscriber, service providers,
infrastructure providers) in a multi-DC environment. We thus consider the
problem of placing VNFs to maximize primarily the number of accepted re-
quests from a set of incoming requests and secondarily the satisfaction of
subscribers’ preferences. Our model also allows to differentiate service re-
quests in priority levels and guarantees that Quality of Service objectives for
accepted service requests are fulfilled, including also a requirement on net-
work service instantiation time. We provide an integer linear programming
formulation of this problem that leverages a layered auxiliary graph built
for each request in a set. Experimental evaluation is described in detail and
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an assessment of the proposed placement approach is performed along three
main directions: (i) service acceptance ratio in online and offline placement,
(ii) preferences’ satisfaction, and (iii) scalability expressed in terms of com-
putational time. The performance of the approach is also compared to a
greedy heuristic.
Keywords: Network Function Virtualization, Network Service, Service
Chaining, VNF Placement, NFV Orchestration, Optimization Techniques
1. Introduction1
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a paradigm proposed by the2
European Telecommunication Standardization Institute (ETSI)[1] to facili-3
tate dynamic provisioning of network services through virtualization tech-4
nologies. In this vision, network services can be implemented by chaining a5
set of functions, implemented either on dedicated hardware as Physical Net-6
work Functions (PNFs), or as software components on top of virtualized7
general-purpose hardware, i.e., Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). The8
adoption of virtualization allows flexible lifecycle management of network9
services as well as of their VNF components (e.g., creation, deletion, hor-10
izontal or vertical scaling operations). In this way, resource usage can be11
adapted to current demand and business targets, also avoiding the adoption12
of over-provisioning policies [2].13
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [3] complements NFV by offering14
programmatic access to abstracted network resources and full programma-15
bility of forwarding capabilities. Indeed, SDN control capabilities may be16
used to implement dynamic traffic steering policies so that flows are dynam-17
ically routed along a path traversing the VNF instances composing a given18
network service [4].19
NFV and SDN technologies together introduce a level of flexibility in net-20
work service provisioning that is key for coping with requirements of complex21
and unpredictable traffic patterns in modern networking systems, such as In-22
ternet of Things, cloud networking and mobile data traffic toward new fifth23
generation (5G) networks [5, 6]. Indeed, NFV and SDN are jointly considered24
key technologies for supporting the degree of flexibility required by network25
slicing techniques in future 5G networks [7] as well as dynamic demand for26
low latency applications (Mobile Edge Computing [8]).27
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In this context, appropriate orchestration mechanisms are required to28
support such operational flexibility and make services more responsive to cus-29
tomer needs, while guaranteeing the achievement of target operating margins30
[9]. Therefore, orchestration mechanisms should account for both business31
value and customer experience, which can be represented as two conflicting32
goals, respectively: i) cost-effective resource utilization, to achieve the tar-33
get range of operating margins (business performance); and ii) fulfillment34
of Quality of Service (QoS) objectives [10] specified in the Service Level35
Agreement (SLA) between a customer and a service provider and typically36
expressed as technical performance metrics.37
In this scenario, the optimized deployment of network services, com-38
posed of VNFs that may be instantiated in multiple distributed Data Centers39
(DCs), is one of the most challenging orchestration target [11].40
VNF placement is the problem of choosing the set of optimal locations41
for chained VNF instances according to the current characteristics of avail-42
able computing resources and network links. Optimality has been defined in43
different ways in the literature (e.g., minimization of the overall delay or of44
deployments costs, maximization of remaining bandwidth, etc.).45
However, a broader perspective on VNF placement in a distributed multi-46
DC environment, which also considers the needs of stakeholders, may help in47
eliciting novel criteria to be taken into account. Indeed, network operators48
are facing the problem of orchestrating resources so to profitably run VNFs,49
i.e., efficiently managing capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX and50
OPEX, respectively), while fulfilling SLAs agreed with subscribers [9]. The51
industrial research community [12] is also arguing whether there is a real52
benefit in minimizing SLA objectives, such as latency. Indeed, satisfiability53
seems to be more important than optimization in this context and admis-54
sion control techniques are usually employed to determine whether latency55
targets can be met. As a consequence, the industrial community is looking56
for more pragmatic approaches, such as decision policies aiming at maintain-57
ing technical performance objectives within an acceptable range [9], while58
maximizing request acceptance rate [11, 13].59
Hence, while most recent works focus on optimizing technical performance60
objectives (e.g., end-to-end delay and remaining bandwidth)[14–16] or cost61
minimization [17–22] in a joint VNF placement and routing problem, in this62
work we analyze the VNF placement problem and related orchestration sce-63
nario from a business perspective. The aim is to derive stakeholders’ main64
requirements and specify the problem statement and optimization objectives65
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accordingly.66
We consider three types of stakeholders: subscribers, asking for the pro-67
vision of network services, service providers, providing network services exe-68
cuted on top of virtual and physical infrastructure resources, and infrastruc-69
ture providers, providing and managing virtual and physical infrastructures.70
We elaborate on their needs and their mutual interactions within a refer-71
ence NFV/SDN architecture based on current standards [23, 24]. We then72
formulate our VNF Placement problem that reflects such multi-stakeholder73
perspective, including possible constraints on the extent to which detailed74
information about the infrastructure status is shared among stakeholders.75
We thus consider the problem of placing VNFs to maximize the number of76
accepted requests and subscribers’ preferences, while delegating the possible77
optimization of technical performance objectives, such as latency or conges-78
tion minimization, to intra-domain orchestration mechanisms (e.g. online79
traffic engineering techniques implemented on top of SDN Controller North80
Bound interfaces [25]). We formulate the problem by means of a 0-1 Inte-81
ger Linear Programming model. Our model allows to differentiate service82
requests in priority levels and guarantees that customized QoS objectives83
for accepted service requests are fulfilled, including also a requirement on84
network service instantiation time.85
Subscribers can also express preferences and bans over infrastructure sites86
(i.e., DCs), so that placement decisions may take into account personal or or-87
ganization values and concerns (e.g., sustainability, ethics, reputation, etc.).88
In order to cope with the elements discussed above, we model the infrastruc-89
tural resource substrate by introducing features not considered in previous90
works, including available virtualization technology, such as Virtual Machines91
(VMs) vs containers, and DC’s carbon footprint. A preprocessing phase is92
also provided that has a three-fold aim: (i) discard all those requests that93
cannot be accomplished by the system for infeasibility reasons, (ii) define the94
incompatibilities between a specific VNF of a given request and a DC (e.g.,95
due to commercial or organization policies or DC’s insufficient capacity), and96
(iii) process subscribers’ preferences so that they are taken into account in97
the optimization model.98
Summarizing, our work addresses the maximization of the request accep-99
tance rate, while taking into account subscribers’ preferences, priority levels100
and the fulfillment of QoS objectives. These issues have recently been iden-101
tified in the literature [11, 13] as some of the more relevant criteria that need102
to be taken into account by novel VNF placement approaches.103
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses104
related work and highlights our contribution. In Section 3 we present the105
reference scenario and state the problem. Section 4 discusses the computa-106
tional complexity of the problem addressed and presents the optimization107
model proposed. Section 5 describes the preprocessing phase in detail. Per-108
formance evaluation results are reported in Section 6. Finally, Section 7109
concludes the paper with insights for future work.110
2. Related Work111
The problem of how effectively deploying and managing network services112
conceived as a chain of VNFs has raised a considerable interest in the research113
community. The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, we briefly114
analyze the literature on routing and placement for optimizing QoS metrics.115
Then, we analyze works targeting minimization of costs. Finally, we focus116
on stakeholders’ perspectives, that is a crucial issue in our study. We then117
conclude by discussing our contribution with respect to the state of the art.118
Many works jointly address VNF placement and routing problems to opti-119
mize specific QoS metrics, typically within a DC or in an operator’s network.120
Liu et al. [14] consider two performance metrics, i.e., end-to-end delay and121
bandwidth consumption. They propose an integer linear program (ILP) and122
design two heuristic algorithms, i.e., a greedy algorithm and a simulated an-123
nealing approach. The work in [15] addresses both chain composition and124
placement. Specifically, it proposes an under-specified structure of a com-125
posed service that allows to dynamically modify the order of VNFs in a chain126
and a heuristic algorithm that places service components along the shortest127
paths. Bhamare et al. [16] formulate the problem of minimizing inter-cloud128
traffic and response time in a multi-cloud scenario as an ILP problem and129
propose an affinity-based allocation heuristic approach for solving it.130
Several approaches have been proposed to minimize costs of running131
VNFs on virtual infrastructures, while fulfilling SLAs. Bari et al. [17] pro-132
pose an exact approach for small networks and a heuristic for larger networks133
based on a multi-stage graph with the objective of minimizing total network134
operational cost and resource fragmentation.135
Mechtri et al. [18] propose both an approach based on the eigendecompo-136
sition of adjacency matrices of the request and the infrastructure graphs, and137
a heuristic algorithm for finding the maximum weight matching. Leivadeas138
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et al. [19] propose a set of algorithms that target minimization of provision-139
ing costs as well as efficient resource usage. Gadre et al. [20] introduce a140
divide-and-conquer algorithm and a heuristic aiming to minimize an overall141
cost, assuming that the routes for the flows are a priori given and VNFs142
in the request have instance and service costs associated. The solution in143
Pham et al. [21] is based on a Markov approximation approach combined144
with matching theory. A stable and efficient matching is searched for that145
takes into account the service chain’s preference over nodes (nodes with the146
greatest amount of available resources are preferred) as well as nodes’ prefer-147
ences over VNFs (based on the adopted consolidation policy). More recently,148
ASPER [22] is an automated approach for the joint scaling, placement and149
routing of network services, whose objective is to find a minimal number of150
constraint violations (i.e., CPU, memory and link capacity constraints) that151
is Pareto optimal with respect to a set of secondary objectives (e.g., total152
delay, total resource consumptions, etc.).153
Recently, authors have begun explicitly contextualizing cost minimiza-154
tion and efficient resource usage problems in a multi-DC setting. Liberati155
et al. [26] propose a stochastic algorithm based on reinforcement learning156
(RL) that maximizes an expected mapping reward, which may be configured157
to target different objectives, such as costs minimization, load balancing or158
maximization of the acceptance rate. Implementation cost minimization as159
well as acceptance rate maximization are jointly addressed in [27] through160
two approximation algorithms. Luizelli et al. [28] propose a novel fix-and-161
optimize-based heuristic algorithm to minimize resource allocation, while162
meeting network flow requirements and constraints and addressing scalabil-163
ity. Wang et al. [29] address the cost-effective provision of VNF graphs in164
inter-DC optical networks in a multidomain environment (i.e., private and165
public domains). The problem is formulated as an ILP that models com-166
pute and network bandwidth constraints, and minimize the cost of compute167
resources and frequency slot usage on links. Gupta et al. [30] propose an168
approach that aims to reduce network resource consumption for a WAN169
interconnecting DCs by defining and placing multiple instances for each ser-170
vice chain. Gupta et al. [31] formulate an ILP to minimize usage of network171
resources, while evaluating four different deployment choices (e.g., hardware-172
based middleboxes, DCs, NFV-capable network nodes, etc.). Ayoubi et al.173
[32] consider both VNF placement and policy-aware traffic steering to max-174
imize the number of served flows. The problem is decomposed into a master175
problem (placement) and a subproblem (policy-aware routing of every flow176
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along the designated VNF instances). The model can be used to solve ei-177
ther an online or an offline problem. In the former case, the set of input178
requests is a batch of requests arrived within a time window, in the latter179
case it represents all flow requests, known in advance. Finally, in [33] the op-180
timal placement of VNF chains is addressed and shown to be NP-complete181
but for very special cases. The authors also propose two polynomial time182
algorithms that can be used to determine a feasible solution to a simplified183
variant of the optimal VNF placement problem which occurs when the fol-184
lowing two assumptions hold: (i) each VNF typology is hosted in one physical185
server; (ii) each traffic flow is splittable. Both the two approaches, referred186
to as the matrix-based algorithm and the multi-stage graph algorithm, use a187
maximum flow algorithm as a subtool, guarantee capacity constraints at the188
servers and bandwidth constraints on the links. Other kinds of constraints189
on the request, such as for example those concerning latency, are disregarded.190
Focusing on stakeholders’ perspective and business requirements, Alt-191
mann and Kashef [34] analyze cloud computing cost factors in federated192
hybrid clouds and propose a cloud cost model. They also propose a service193
placement optimization algorithm, which identifies the cost-minimizing ser-194
vice placement option through exhaustive search. Recently, Naudts et al. [35]195
consider the problem of service chain from an original perspective: indeed,196
they aim at increasing the infrastructure providers revenue by proposing a197
dynamic pricing algorithm where the requested substrate resources are priced198
on the basis of historical data, current infrastructure utilization levels and199
competitors’ price.200
While the main body of previous literature mainly addresses either the201
optimization of performance objectives [14–16] or takes into consideration202
the service providers’ need of minimizing costs for service deployment and203
operation [17–22], in this work we develop a new concept of VNF Placement204
by moving from business requirements and considering the perspectives of205
three types of stakeholders (subscribers, service providers and infrastruc-206
ture providers) to different extents. Similarly to our work, in [35] the prob-207
lem statement originates from the analysis of roles stakeholders play in an208
NFV/SDN environment, but for a completely different problem. In addition,209
our work can be seen as a complement of [35] in that it allows to represent210
different pricing schemes for the requested substrate resources and manages211
DC preferences on behalf of price-sensitive consumers. Analogously to [21],212
we handle service chain’s preferences over nodes, but in our case such pref-213
erences are configurable and their weight can be customized for each service214
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request. Moreover, some works are explicitly contextualized in a multi-DC215
setting (e.g., [16, 26–32, 34], but they do not take into account possible lim-216
itations in information disclosure among different operators, as this work217
does.218
Summarizing, our work contributes to the literature in the following di-219
rections: (i) it aims at jointly maximizing service providers’ profits in terms220
of accepted requests and satisfaction rate of subscribers’ preferences, while221
fulfilling SLA requirements and considering an abstracted multi-DC network222
topology complying with possible information disclosure limitations among223
operators; (ii) it allows taking into account different priority levels and ac-224
commodate requests that need a fast deployment, as long as the substrate225
network may support them depending on the virtualization technology of-226
fered by nodes; (iii) it characterizes DC nodes in terms of their carbon foot-227
print (we take Carbon Usage Effectiveness metric (CUE)[36] as reference228
metric) and pricing schemes. This allows users to express optional prefer-229
ences on DCs that implement sustainable energy policies (i.e., those showing230
the lowest CUE values) and/or are more economically convenient. In regards231
to sustainability, as far as we know, Khosravi et al. [37] consider a similar232
parameter, i.e., Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) but for a different purpose,233
i.e., energy- and carbon-efficient placement of VMs in distributed DCs.234
3. Problem Statement235
We consider a reference scenario for NFV orchestration characterized by236
the following three types of stakeholders: Subscribers, Service providers, In-237
frastructure providers. Hereafter, we introduce the main concepts of our238
reference scenario, in terms of stakeholders’ perspectives and reference archi-239
tectural guidelines, and then formulate the problem.240
3.1. Subscriber’s perspective241
A Subscriber is an actor (also referred to as user or customer) that re-242
quests the provisioning of a network service. We model the subscriber needs243
in terms of both a set of QoS objectives that represent desired service per-244
formance, and preferences regarding possible VNF deployment options (i.e.,245
preferences over available infrastructure sites).246
In this work we consider the following QoS parameters: maximum toler-247
ated latency, minimum guaranteed bandwidth, and network service instanti-248
ation time. The fulfillment of these objectives, when specified in the request,249
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is mandatory, otherwise the request cannot be satisfied. While the first two250
objectives are quite common, the third objective concerns network service in-251
stantiation time and becomes effective when subscriber requires that network252
service is deployed and launched ”as soon as possible”. This requirement is253
taken into account through a policy enforcing that the network service is254
deployed on the appropriate infrastructure technology. In this work we take255
two alternative virtualization technologies as reference, VM vs. containers.256
Since container technologies may guarantee a shorter startup time with re-257
spect to VMs [38], when the subscriber requests a fast service setup, the258
orchestration maps such requirement into a specific constraint (i.e., deploy-259
ing the network service components on containers). Although not yet widely260
considered in the literature, the specification of a requirement on instantia-261
tion time in VNF Placement is especially relevant if network service requests262
have to be satisfied as soon as they arrive (such as for online service requests263
[39]) to cope with dynamic user demands.264
As regards preferences for VNF deployment, subscribers can specify pref-265
erences to be taken into account by service providers in the selection of the266
infrastructure site. Indeed, subscribers preferences typically regard pricing267
and technical performance metrics, but can also include additional attributes,268
such as provider reputation, ethicality and stability [40]. For instance, pref-269
erences can also require that environmental objectives are taken into account270
and services are provided with the smallest carbon footprint, as specified in271
emerging green or energy-aware SLAs [41, 42].272
3.2. Service provider’s perspective273
The role of service providers consists in handling network service requests.274
They offer network services to subscribers and are therefore in charge of cor-275
rect service provisioning and lifecycle management. Service providers can276
buy/lease service components and infrastructure from other providers (i.e.,277
service providers and infrastructure providers). In this case, which is intro-278
duced by ETSI as NFVI as a Service (NFVIaaS) in [43], service providers279
have control on services, while infrastructure operators control the infras-280
tructure. Typically, a service provider can choose the provider infrastructure281
domain and the site where VNFs should be placed.282
Service providers aim at optimizing business value [9]. We mapped this283
requirement into the maximization of accepted network service requests, with284
respect to available infrastructure resources and a maximum accepted cost285
for service operation. In accordance with subscribers’ perspective, service286
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providers may also desire to minimize costs for service hosting on the physical287
substrate to improve target operating margins.288
Service providers may also assign different levels of priority to incom-289
ing requests, depending on subscribers’ profiles and application-based traffic290
differentiation (e.g., Service Classes defined in DiffServ specifications [44]).291
Requests which have a higher priority level will get preferential treatment292
with respect to lower priority requests.293
3.3. Infrastructure provider’s perspective294
These actors offer virtual and physical resource infrastructures (e.g., DC295
providers and inter-DC Wide Area Network operators). Here, we consider296
an infrastructure provider that manages a multi-DC infrastructure, offering297
resources at a given price for capacity unit. Offered prices can vary from298
DC to DC. Resource offers by infrastructure providers can also be enhanced299
with information related to the carbon footprint of a DC. The infrastructure300
providers’ perspective is modeled in this work as the requirement of efficiently301
using the infrastructure resources by balancing the load across multiple sites302
to avoid overhead conditions. Within a DC, an infrastructure provider may303
apply its own decision policies to orchestrate physical resources to optimize304
a given utility function (e.g., minimize power consumption, maximize server305
consolidation), but this problem is outside the scope of this work.306
3.4. Reference architecture for network service provisioning307
Hereafter, we briefly describe an NFV/SDN-based reference architecture308
for network service provisioning, elaborated by taking into account standard309
guidelines and architectural models promoted by the NFV ETSI Industry310
Specification Group [1, 23, 24]. ETSI specifications define a set of Manage-311
ment and Orchestration (MANO) functions , which include: i) a Virtual In-312
frastructure Manager (VIM ) responsible for managing physical, virtual and313
software resources of related NFV Infrastructures (NFVI); ii) a VNF Man-314
ager handling the lifecycle of VNFs; and iii) a VNF Orchestrator (VNFO)315
managing the lifecycle of network services.316
Fig. 1 shows a reference architecture for network service provisioning in a317
multiple stakeholder and multi-DC environment. This architecture integrates318
some ETSI functional blocks mentioned above with SDN network control ca-319
pabilities within each DC domain and in the WAN segments interconnecting320
the DCs. For the sake of clarity only two DCs and one WAN segment that321
provides ”on-demand connectivity services” are depicted in Fig. 1. The322
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WAN Infrastructure Manager (WIM) leverages the services provided by an323
SDN Controller and offers a North-Bound application interface [24]. We324
introduce two additional functional blocks: a Service Portal and a Service325
Orchestrator. The Service Portal offers a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to326
subscribers for selecting and requesting the provision of a network service327
with a given SLA to a service provider. The Service Orchestrator is respon-328
sible for the acceptance of service requests and for service deployment and329
management operations. For the scope of this article, we outline two main330
components of the Service Orchestrator: a Service Request Manager and331
an ETSI-compliant NFVO. The former handles incoming service requests,332
by mapping business-level service requests coming from the Service Portal333
into network service instantiation requests to the NFVO. For this purpose334
the Service Request Manager also performs decision making steps, including335
VNF placement, which is actually the target of our work. The NFVO man-336
ages such network service instantiation requests by handling the interaction337
with the affected VIMs and WIM. In accordance with the placement decision338
taken by the Service Request Manager, it generates appropriate requests for339
instantiating the VNFs (to the VIMs) and for enforcing the appropriate for-340
warding instructions (to VIMs and WIM) for steering traffic flows through341
the deployed chains.342
Fig. 1 shows how different stakeholders are involved in network service343
provisioning. As also discussed in [11], VNF deployment and connectivity344
decisions could be taken at a single point (Service Orchestrator), which, to345
perform optimal decisions, needs to receive full NFVI information from NFVI346
control and management systems. However, since service and infrastructure347
providers can be different operators, this would require the full disclosure of348
internal details across different administrative domains. On the contrary, the349
NFVI provider could decide to expose only an abstracted view of resources350
and topologies [45] and hide internal details. We therefore consider a scenario351
where the responsibility of the Service Provider consists in deciding in which352
DCs VNFs should be placed considering an abstracted view of the NFVI,353
thus minimizing the type of monitoring and status information to be gath-354
ered from VIMs and WIMs (although leading to a suboptimal decision with355
respect to the previous case). This allows NFVI operators to hide internal356
implementation and status details, and finetune deployment decisions within357
their own organization domain boundaries.358
In this work we consider a multi-domain NFV Infrastructure made by359
a set of geographically distributed infrastructure sites of different size (e.g.,360
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Figure 1: Reference NFV/SDN architecture
from micro to big DCs [46]). A DC is a container of physical hosts where361
one or more VNFs can be deployed. Each DC exposes its infrastructural re-362
sources at a given price per capacity unit and it is characterized by an energy363
efficiency and greenness metric (e.g., CUE) in order to promote sustainability364
assessments and comparisons among DCs. At a given instant in time, each365
DC is characterized by the amount of available resources (Capacity), such as366
CPU and memory. In this work, capacity is considered a multi-dimensional367
parameter in problem statement, while it is one-dimensional in the experi-368
mental testing as widely assumed in the literature ([47]). As discussed above,369
we also characterize DCs in terms of their technological infrastructure (e.g.,370
availability of container technology).371
Incoming network service requests include the specification of a service372
function chain as an ordered sequence of VNFs, or more precisely, types of373
VNFs (e.g., NAT, firewall, etc.). We assume that the whole chain has to be374
instantiated preserving the order of the sequence. For each VNF type, the375
amount of requested resources is provided. The request is further character-376
ized by a source node (the source of the traffic flow) and a destination node377
(the destination of the traffic flow), priority levels, QoS parameters (max-378
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imum latency, minimum bandwidth and fast network service instantiation379
time) and maximum cost that can be afforded to deploy the service.380
3.5. Problem formulation381
Starting from a realistic network configuration where nodes correspond382
to forwarding elements or storage and compute elements in DCs, and links383
connect such nodes, we build an abstract network G = (D,E) where nodes384
correspond to DCs and each arc (i, j) ∈ E between DC i and DC j rep-385
resents a path in the original network between nodes i and j. Specifically,386
arc (i, j) ∈ E corresponds to the path with minimum latency among all the387
paths connecting nodes i and j in the original network. All arcs belonging to388
E are bidirectional. In addition, we define T (indexed by t) as the set of pri-389
ority levels, R (indexed by r) as the set of service requests, and N (indexed390
by n) as the set of resources offered by the DCs service requests compete391
for. As an example, two types of requests can be considered: requests for392
premium services and requests coming for best effort services. In such a case,393
T would have cardinality two. In regards to the resources, typical resources394
considered in set N are CPU, RAM and storage, as an example. Sets used395
to state the problem formally are summarized in Table 1.396
Table 1: Sets
D set of nodes in the abstract network (each node corresponds to a DC)
E set of arcs in the abstract network (arc (i, j) corresponds to a path from DC i to DC j)
T set of priority levels
R set of service requests
N set of resources offered by DCs
In the following, a detailed description of network G in terms of nodes D397
and arcs E is given. We assume that each arc (i, j) ∈ E is characterized by398
the parameters described in Table 2.399
Table 2: Arc parameters
lij latency of arc (i, j) expressed in ms
bij available bandwidth of arc (i, j) expressed in Gbps
In this work latency refers to the propagation delay on the link which400
separates two nodes, thus it is directly dependent on the physical distance401
between them. Due to network abstraction, the bandwidth of an arc (i, j)402
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is the minimum bandwidth over all the links on the minimum latency path403
from i to j in the original network.404
Each node i in D, i.e., each DC, is characterized by the parameters de-405
scribed in Table 3.
Table 3: Node parameters
uni capacity of i in terms of resource n
pni upper percentage utilization of DC i relative to resource n
si equal to 1 if i provides container, 0 otherwise
ci price of i per capacity unit
fi carbon footprint of i
406
For each DC i, the resource capacity parameter uni represents its capacity407
in terms of resource n and pni is a parameter which defines the maximum408
percentage utilization of i in terms of resource n. As mentioned above, the409
parameter si refers to the capability of DC i to instantiate VNFs in a con-410
tainer such as Docker [48], in order to allow a quicker service provision by411
avoiding setup time due to VM instantiation. Finally, ci corresponds to the412
unitary price exposed by DC i and fi refers to CUE as specified above.413
The Orchestrator has to manage a set R of service requests characterized414
by different typologies. Specifically, for each priority level t ∈ T , Rt is the415
set of requests of typology t. Sets Rt, ∀t define a partition of set R, i.e.,416
∪tRt = R, Rti ∩Rt” = ∅ ∀ti, t” ∈ T . Each request r in R, is characterized by417
the parameters described in Table 4.418
The proposed model can be used to solve either the online or offline VNF419
placement problem. In the offline case, R represents the whole set of service420
requests, to be known in advance, whereas in an online problem, R represents421
a batch of requests arrived within a time window.422
In regards to instantiation time, we point out that when a certain request423
r requires the instantiation time to be as short as possible (i.e., sr = 1), all424
of the VNFs of its chain Hr must be placed on DCs equipped with con-425
tainer technology (if available). Preferences and incompatibilities between426
the VNFs in a request and DCs are computed in a pre-processing phase as427
detailed in Section 5.428
We conclude the section by recalling all those features that characterize429
the problem studied both in terms of objective function and constraints. The430
problem is then mathematically formulated in Section 4.2.431
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Table 4: Request parameters
t priority level
or origin node of traffic request r - ingress node
dr destination node of traffic request r - egress node
lr maximum end-to-end delay tolerated by r
brhh+1 minimum data rate capacity (bandwidth) accepted by r
from the h-th VNF to the (h + 1)-th VNF
cr maximum cost r is willing to pay to get service
sr equal to 1 when r requires short service instantiation time;
0 otherwise
f r equal to 1 if r is interested in environmental impact;
0 otherwise
Hr = {V r1 , V r2 , .., V r|Hr|} ordered sequence of VNFs composing r
(|Hr| is the length of the chain)
unV rh ∀h ∈ {1, .., |H
r|} quantity of resource n required by the h-th VNF of r
prV rh i ∀h ∈ {1, .., |H
r|} preference expressed by request r to place its h-th VNF on DC i
In regards to the objective function, it is defined so as to reflect stake-432
holders’ perspectives hierarchically: service provider perspective, first, and433
subscriber perspective, second. The service provider is interested in maxi-434
mizing its profit which is given by the weighted sum of the served requests.435
Specifically, the weight associated with the accomplishment of a high pri-436
ority request is bigger than the one associated with a low priority request.437
According to the subscribers’ perspective, the placement of VNFs should be438
done to maximize their preferences. The secondary objective then consists439
in maximizing the overall preferences coming from all the requests.440
In regards to the constraints that feasible solutions have to satisfy, the441
following are considered: (i) compatibility constraints; (ii) QoS constraints;442
(iii) service cost constraints; (iv) energy efficiency constraints; and (v) band-443
width constraints. Specifically, compatibility constraints assure that each of444
the VNFs composing a certain request is assigned to a node which is able445
to satisfy its requirements in terms of resource capacity and presence of a446
container. In addition, the order in which VNFs of a certain request are447
performed must respect the order specified in the request. QoS constraints448
refer to the end-to-end delay and, for each request, they have to guarantee449
that the delay of traffic flows traversing the service, once deployed over a450
set of nodes, is not greater than the maximum tolerated end-to-end delay.451
Service cost constraints guarantee that the cost paid by a request, given by452
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Figure 2: VNF Placement for service chaining problem: subscriber’s and infrastructure
provider’s perspective
exceed the maximum cost request. A load distribution constraint guarantees454
that the workload assigned to a DC does not exceed a given threshold, there-455
fore allowing the infrastructure provider to enforce a load distribution policy456
across managed sites. Finally, bandwidth constraints assure that, for each457
link in the network, the overall bandwidth consumed by all requests using458
that link does not exceed the bandwidth of the link.459
Hereafter we provide two basic examples to clarify how stakeholder’s per-460
spectives are taken into account in the problem formulation. We consider461
three DCs (DC1, DC2, DC3) geographically distributed and interconnected462
via a WAN. The DCs offer a capacity of 20, 20 and 24 units, respectively.463
Fig. 2 shows how subscribers’ and infrastructure providers’ perspectives464
are taken into account in the placement decision process for a request ra465
made by three VNFs, each requiring 3 CPUs. The infrastructure provider466
may define a threshold proportional to available capacity ui to avoid overload467
conditions (e.g., 90%). This implies that DC3 cannot be used. Subscribers468
may express preferences for cost and/or carbon footprint reduction. If only469
cost minimization is provided as preference, two VNFs will be placed in DC1470
and one VNF in DC2. If carbon footprint is considered, one VNFs will be471
placed in DC1 and two in DC2.472
Finally, Fig. 3 shows an example of the abstracted network view that473
the service provider has available for placement decisions. This view is built474





































Figure 3: Example of abstracted network view: service provider’s perspective
internal topology details. The example uses the bandwidth and latency defi-476
nitions provided at the beginning of this section. An infrastructure operator477
can, of course, adopt different abstract latency and bandwidth definitions478




This section analyzes the computational complexity of the problem ad-483
dressed. We start showing that even the special case of the problem studied484
in which requests consist of only one VNF, each request is compatible with485
every DC, and bandwidth is disregarded is strongly NP-hard. Indeed, this486
fact is due to a reduction from a knapsack-like problem, as described in the487
following.488
Theorem 1. Consider the special case of optimally deploying VNFs to serve489
a set of requests, each of which consisting of only one VNF, in a multi-DC490
NFV infrastructure where bandwidth is assumed to be sufficient to manage491
all of the requests at the same time and the capacity of each DC is a one-492
dimensional parameter. Let P denote this problem. Then, P is strongly493
NP-hard.494
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Proof 1. Suppose that an instance of the 0-1 Multiple knapsack problem
(MKP) is given. MKP is defined as follows. Given a set R of items with
cardinality r, and a set D of knapsacks with cardinality d (d ≤ r) with pj
equal to the profit of item j, wj equal to the weight of item j, and ci equal
to the capacity of knapsack i, MKP consists in selecting d disjoint subsets of
items so that the total profit of the selected items is a maximum, and each
subset can be assigned to a different knapsack whose capacity is sufficient to
contain the total weight of the items in the subset, computed as the sum of









wjxij ≤ ci ∀i ∈ D (2)
d∑
i=1
xij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ R (3)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ D, ∀j ∈ R (4)
where xij is equal to one if item j is inserted in knapsack i and zero otherwise.495
As is usual in knapsack-related problems, it is assumed that (i) the coefficients496
wj, pj, and ci are positive integers, (ii) wj ≤ maxi∈D ci,∀j ∈ R, (iii) ci ≥497
minj∈R wj∀i ∈ D, and (iv)
∑r
j=1wj > ci∀i ∈ D. Observe that non integer498
coefficients can be handled by multiplying them by a proper factor; all the499
items with a non positive profit or violating condition (ii) can be eliminated;500
all the knapsacks with a non positive capacity or violating condition (iii) can501
be eliminated. In addition, if there exists a knapsack with a capacity sufficient502
to contain all the items, i.e., a knapsack violating condition (iv), problem P503
admits the optimal trivial solution in which all the items are assigned to that504
knapsack. Finally, observe that if d > r then the (d − r) knapsacks with505
smallest capacity can be eliminated.506
Now, suppose that an instance of MKP is given; we build an instance of507
P as follows. Each DC is associated with a knapsack, and each request is508
associated with an item. The priority level of a request is set to the profit of509
the corresponding item, the quantity of resource request j asks for is set to510
the weight of the corresponding item and the capacity of a DC is set to the511
capacity of the corresponding knapsack. From the optimal solution to P , we512
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can obtain the optimal solution to MKP.513
Observe that when the weight (and/or the profit) of an item depends on the514
knapsack in which it is inserted, MKP results in the Generalized Assignment515
Problem (GAP) that is NP-hard in the strong sense too [50]. In our case,516
the definition of a weight wij depending on the item j and on the knapsack i517
allows to manage the compatibility between requests and DCs. If request j is518
compatible with DC i, the weight reflects the quantity of resource required by519
the unique VNF in request; otherwise, when there is incompatibility between520
DC i and request j, the weight of item j is defined as greater than the capacity521
of the knapsack i thus interdicting the assignment of j to i. In our problem,522
a request j is compatible with DC i when (i) the latency of the path going523
from the origin of the request to DC i and from DC i to the destination of524
the request is not greater than the maximum end-to-end delay tolerated by525
j; (ii) the cost of assigning the VNF in the request to DC i is not smaller526
than the maximum cost request is willing to pay to get service, and (iii)527
DC j is able to satisfy the requirement of request i in terms of container528
virtualization technology. All these constraints can be managed by properly529
defining weight coefficients.530
In summary, problem P is a special case of the problem addressed in this531
study and it is a MKP when each request can be accommodated by every DC532
or a GAP when incompatibility constraints between requests and DCs exist.533
Both MKP and GAP are NP-hard in the strong sense and, according to [51],534
this facts excludes the existence of a fully polynomial-time approximation535
scheme for them.536
In the more general setting, the problem of optimally deploying VNFs537
on DCs to serve a set of requests in a multi-DC NFV infrastructure, con-538
sists in selecting the subsets of requests providing the maximum profit that539
can be accomplished by network resources. For each accepted request, the540
problem asks to find a (constrained) path connecting the origin node of the541
request with its destination node while satisfying global capacity constraints542
at DC nodes. The problem is thus a Maximum Integral k-multicommodity543
flow problem which is shown [52] to be APX-complete when the underlying544
network is a tree and paths are not constrained.545
These results motivate us to formulate the problem as an ILP.546
4.2. The mathematical model547
This section describes the mathematical model used to formulate the548





































Figure 4: Auxiliary multi-layer graph for a request r
multi-DC NFV infrastructure. As already done in [53] for the optimal VNFs550
selection problem for service chaining, we make use of an auxiliary graph551
Gr = (N r, Ar) for each request r ∈ R. Specifically, Gr is a layered graph552
with a level for each of the |Hr| VNFs appearing in request r (numbered553
from 1 to |Hr|), in addition to two extra levels: the first level, namely level554
0, containing the origin node or of the request and the last level, namely level555
|Hr|+1 containing the destination node dr of the request. Each intermediate556
level h ∈ Hr is composed by all the DCs. The arc set Ar is organized in three557
groups: (i) arcs connecting the source node in level 0 to each node in level558
1; (ii) arcs connecting each DC in level |Hr| to the destination node in last559
level; and (iii) arcs linking each DC i in level h with each DC j in level h+ 1560
for each intermediate level (h ∈ {1, .., |Hr| − 1}). In this latter group, arc561
from DC i to DC j is characterized by the propagation latency lij and the562
bandwidth bij. DCs and arcs between any couple of DCs are shared among563
requests. A graphical representation of the auxiliary graph Gr is given in564
Figure 4.565
Servicing request r corresponds to determine a path in Gr from or to dr.566
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By construction, such a path visits exactly a node in each level. Specifically,567
the node visited in intermediate level h corresponds to the DC where the568
h-VNF of the request r, namely V rh , is deployed. The layered structure of569
the graph thus ensures that the order of VNFs specified in the request is570
preserved.571
This work does not lose generality if, for the sake of clarity, it is assumed572
that all the requests are characterized by VNF chains of the same length573
|H| = maxr{|Hr|}. In that case, for each request, last level corresponds to574
level |H| + 1 and it contains the destination of each request. Indeed, every575
time a request is characterized by a chain shorter than |H|, then all the nodes576
in level |Hr| are connected directly to the destination node in |H| + 1 and577
all the levels comprised between |Hr|+ 1 and |H| are consequently neglected578
(hop across levels). In other words, when |Hr| < |H|, with a short abuse of579
notation, level |Hr|+ 1 identifies the last level, i.e., |H|+ 1.580
In order to model the problem, two groups of decision variables are consid-581
ered corresponding respectively to path design variables (allocation of VNFs582




1 if the arc linking node i in level h and node j in level
(h + 1) belongs to the path relative to r ∈ R
0 otherwise
585
∀ r ∈ R, i ∈ D ∪ {or}, j ∈ D ∪ {dr}, h ∈ Hr ∪ {0, |H|+ 1}586
zr =
{
1 if request r is served
0 otherwise
r ∈ R.587
Besides the notation introduced in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, the model makes588
use of the additional parameters defined in Table 5. All the sets and the589
parameters contained in these tables define the input of the optimization590
model.
Table 5: Additional model parameters
wt weight associated with a request of priority level t
W weight used in the hierarchical objective function




By using the above-defined variables and notation, the problem can be592















prV rh+1i · xjhih+1 (5)∑
j∈L1
xror0j1 = z
r, ∀r ∈ R (6)∑
j∈L|Hr |
xrj|Hr|dr|H|+1 = z











































ihjh+1 ≤ bij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E (12)∑
j∈Lh−1
xrjh−1ih = 0, ∀r ∈ R, ∀(V rh , i) ∈ I (13)
xrihjh+1 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ D ∪ {or}, ∀j ∈ D ∪ {dr},∀h ∈ {0, . . . , |Hr|} ∪ {0, |H|+ 1}
(14)
zr ∈ {0, 1}, ∀r ∈ R (15)
The hierarchical objective function is defined in (5) and it consists in the594
maximization of the weighted sum of the two criteria introduced in Section595
3, namely provider utility and user utility. Weight W is used to give more596
relevance to the first criterion. In addition, weights wt are set so as to give597
more privileges to requests with higher priority level. The second criterion598
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accounts for preferences satisfaction: prV rh i expresses the preference grade of599
request r for placing the h-th VNF on DC i. Constraints (6), (7) and (8)600
are, for each r ∈ R, the flow conservation constraints defining the path from601
or to dr. Specifically, for each r, constraint (6) assures that exactly one unit602
of flow leaves the source node or when request r is accepted (zr = 1); in that603
case, since by definition, the path design decision variables are 0-1 variables,604
exactly one of the arcs outgoing from or will be selected. The ending node605
of such an arc belongs to level L1 and it identifies the DC that hosts the606
first virtual function in request r. Conversely, when request r is not served607
(zr = 0), no unit of flow will leave the source node. Symmetrically, for608
each accepted request r ∈ R, exactly one unit of flow enters the destination609
node dr as imposed by constraint (7). Constraints (8) assure that for each610
request r ∈ R, for each intermediate level h and for each node i ∈ Lh, the611
quantity of flow entering node i is exactly the same as the one leaving node612
i. Constraints (9) are the workload constraints and they are defined for each613
DC and for each resource n. Specifically, they guarantee that the actual614
workload of each DC, which is given by the the sum of resources of a given615
typology required to execute VNFs deployed on it, must not exceed a given616
threshold which is proportional to its capacity uni . Percentage p
n
i is used617
to define the maximum (pni · uni ) workload of DC i relevant to resource n,618
thus avoiding overhead. Constraints (10) guarantee that for each request,619
the total cost spent for all the resources and the VNFs of its chain does not620
exceed the cost cr request r is willing to pay to get the service. Constraints621
(11), for each request r, assure that the end-to-end delay experienced to622
accomplish the service must not exceed the maximum tolerated latency lr.623
Constraints (12), for each arc (i, j) in the abstract network, guarantee that624
the total bandwidth required to accomplish all of the service requests using625
(i, j) must not exceed the maximum available bandwidth bij. Observe that,626
the inner summation in constraints (12) considers all the copies of arc (i, j)627
between any two consecutive layers. Constraints (13) are the incompatibility628
constraints and they guarantee that if the h-VNF of request r is incompatible629
with DC i, then none of the arcs ingoing node i in level h can be used by630
request r or equivalently, the corresponding path design variable is set to 0.631
Finally constraints (14) and (15) define variable domain.632
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5. Pre-Processing phase633
The system designed to solve the VNF Placement problem is equipped634
with a pre-processing phase which has a three-fold aim: (i) discard all those635
requests that cannot be accomplished by the system for infeasibility reasons,636
(ii) define the potential incompatibility between a specific virtual function637
of a given request and a DC, and (iii) define user preferences that are then638
used in the secondary objective function of the optimization model. In the639
following three sections the three features of the pre-processing phase are640
described in detail.641
5.1. Infeasibility check642
In regards to infeasibility check, three conditions are controlled concerning643
respectively latency, bandwidth and cost. Specifically,644
1. Latency check : for each request r ∈ R, the maximum tolerated end-to-645
end delay lr is compared with the minimum possible achievable prop-646
agation latency from or to dr, i.e., lordr . If, for a given r,647
lr < lordr , (16)
then request r is rejected.648
2. Bandwidth check : for each request r ∈ R, the maximum bandwidth649
consumption of r is compared with the maximum possible achievable650
bandwidth for all the paths connecting or to dr in the abstract network,651








then request r is rejected.653
3. Cost check : for each request r ∈ R, the maximum cost r is willing to654
pay for the service, i.e., cr is compared with the minimum cost achiev-655
able on the network which occurs when the total capacity required by656
the request, namely ur is provided by the DC with minimum cost per657
capacity unit. If, for a given r,658
ur ·min
i∈D









then request r is rejected. In equation (19), we assume that the total660
quantity of resources required by a request is given by the sum of the661
quantities required by all the resources and all the VNFs in the chain.662
We also assume that the cost of a request depends on the aggregated663
use of resources. However, in order to define the cost of a request,664
other linear combinations of the parameters involved can be managed665
as well; as an example, in [54], the price exposed by a DC depends on666
the DC itself and on the resource considered.667
These three controls must all be satisfied to allow the request be given in668
input to the optimization solver; this does not guarantee that it will definitely669
be served, but only that it is compatible with the system supply.670
5.2. Incompatibility definition671
In regards to the definition of incompatibility between a specific VNF of672
a request and a DC, two conditions are controlled concerning respectively673
capacity and setup time. Specifically,674
1. Capacity check : if a resource n ∈ N exists for which the corresponding675
resource capacity of the ith DC, namely u
n
i is smaller than the capacity676
required by the h-th virtual function of request r in terms of resource677
n, namely unV rh , then the assignment between V
r
h and i is forbidden and678
the couple (V rh , i) is inserted in the incompatibility set I, i.e.,679
if there exists n s.t. uni < u
n
V rh
then (V rh , i) ∈ I. (20)
2. Instantiation time check : the availability of a container-based virtual-680
ization technology at the ith DC, namely the binary parameter si, is681
compared with the instantiation time requirement of request r, namely682
the binary parameter sr. Specifically, request r can be served by DC683
i when si ≥ sr that means that if request r needs to be deployed on a684
container to minimize the instantiation time (sr = 1), then DC i has685
to provide a container (si = 1). If the condition does not hold, then686
none of the virtual functions of r can be deployed on DC i, i.e.,687
if si < s
r then (V rh , i) ∈ I ∀h ∈ Hr. (21)
This preprocessing phase can be easily extended by managing further688
conditions, such as commercial alliances and conflicts of interest (e.g., DCs689
managed by competitors are banned).690
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5.3. Definition of user preferences691
User preferences are built upon a ranking algorithm that provides, for
each request r, an ordered preference list of DCs to be used in the placement.
Specifically, a set M of preference criteria are considered to define the global







wrm = 1 ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ D, (22)
where weight wrm reflects the importance request r gives to criterion m and692
qmi expresses the vote to DC i with respect to criterion m. Indeed, users693
assign weights to the criteria according to their business and/or private goals.694
Votes qmi assume values in the range [0,1], thus also the global vote q
r
i is in the695
range [0,1]. Then, for each request r, DCs are ranked according to decreasing696
values of qri .697
Starting from qri , user preference grades p
r
V rh i
can be assigned according to698
different policies and range of values which contribute to design a flexible tool699
capable of copying with general preference schemes. In this study, we consider700
two preference criteria: i) cost minimization (C) and ii) environmental impact701
minimization (F ) (e.g., carbon dioxide emissions).702
In regards to costs, we assume that each request competes with the others703
to place its constituent VNFs in the DCs that are more economically conve-704










is the minimum service price exposed over the whole set of DCs.708
In regards to environmental impact, we assume that the users who have709
expressed their interest in reducing the environmental impact (f r = 1), favor710
DCs characterized by the lowest possible CUE. Thus, for each DC i, the vote711










is the minimum CUE value over the whole set of DCs.714
Different strategies can be adopted to exploit the DC ranking based on715
the above described global vote calculation procedure to assign appropriate716
values to preferences in the user utility part of the hierarchical objective717
function defined in (5) in Section 4.2. In practice, strategies can differ on718
what is considered full or partial satisfaction, taking into account that, due719
to resource capacity constraints, not all VNFs can be placed on the respec-720
tive first ranked DCs. In this work we consider a strategy considering that721
only the assignment to the first and second positioned DCs can be respec-722
tively considered as full and partial satisfaction, while the remaining options723
are considered dissatisfaction. This strategy (called 2LevelSat strategy) is724
implemented as follows. The global vote formula in (22) is used for creating725
a rank of DCs for each VNF in a request, then the first positioned DC is as-726
signed a preference value equal to 1, the second positioned DC a value equal727
to 0.5 and 0 otherwise. We also formulate an alternative strategy that use728
more granular preferences respect to the previous strategy. More specifically,729
preferences assume exactly the same value of the global vote, in the range730
[0,1], as defined in (22). This means that VNFs assigned to DCs that are not731
in the first two positions howsoever contribute to the global satisfaction level732
and are consequently considered as partially satisfied. The 2LevSat strat-733
egy adopts a more restrictive definition of partial satisfaction with respect734
to GradSat. In Section 6.4 (Performance Evaluation) we evaluate how far735
preferences are satisfied by these two strategies.736
6. Performance Evaluation737
In this section we describe the activities carried out to evaluate the pro-738
posed VNF placement solution. First, we briefly describe the experimental739
settings and the adopted metrics, then we describe the tests and discuss740
obtained results.741
To evaluate the proposed solution, we have developed a testing tool based742
on CPLEX and MATLAB. The preprocessing steps are performed by Matlab743
scripts while the VNF Placement problem is solved using CPLEX 12.8.744
6.1. Benchmark instances745
We considered three different network topologies, namely a hypothetical746
German backbone network (17 nodes), a Pan-European network (28 nodes)747
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and a US Network (14 nodes). Topological parameters have been gathered748
from the literature [55].749
We adopted the betweenness centrality metric to select the nodes that750
can host VNFs (the so called DC nodes). Betweenness centrality of a node is751
calculated as the number of shortest all-to-all paths that pass through that752
node and is thus a good indicator of the importance of a node in the network753
[56]. The sum of the resources available in all DC nodes is called overall754
capacity and assumed to be equal to 100 units.755
We generated request data sets by mirroring realistic traffic using the traf-756
fic distribution used in [56] and elaborated from the global IP Traffic Forecast757
by Cisco [57]. We considered three types of service requests, similarly to the758
settings in [30, 56, 58, 59]. Each service request type contains a sequence of759
VNFs and requires a specific amount of bandwidth and a maximum end-to-760
end latency (see Table 6). Within each service request set, service request761
types are distributed according to percentages derived from realistic traffic762
distribution [57].763
Table 6: Service chains that have been considered to compose each request set [58]
Service Chain Latency Bandwidth percentage
Web Service (WS) NAT-FW-TM-WOC-IDPS 500 ms 100 kbit/s 18.2 %
VoIP NAT-FW-TM-FW-NAT 100 ms 64 kbit/s 11.8 %
Video Streaming (VC) NAT-FW-TM-VOC-IDPS 80 ms 4 Mbit/s 70.0 %
At each iteration, a set of requests is generated that stresses the net-764
work with a given overall request load, defined as the ratio between the total765
amount of resources required by the requests in the set and the overall ca-766
pacity offered by the multi-DC network. For instance, given a target request767
load of 80%, the amount of required resources by all requests in the set is768
calculated as a percentage of the actual overall capacity (i.e., 80 over 100769
units), and is equally distributed among all requests in the request set. We770
consider two priority levels, premium and best effort, where premium’s pri-771
ority level is higher than best effort’s one. Since each type of chain contains772
5 VNFs and we assume that all VNFs require the same amount of resources773
(1 unit), the target request load is thus achieved by varying the number of774
requests in the set.775
Each request of the set is generated by varying its characteristics at each776
iteration. Source and destination nodes are randomly selected among DC777
nodes. Configuration of further attributes (e.g., priority level, service cost,778
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setup time, and carbon footprint preference) is described hereafter for each779
test case. Finally, the weights of the hierarchical objective function have780
been defined in order to give more relevance to the acceptance rate criterion781
(weight W=1000) with respect to preference satisfaction and to preferably782
accept premium requests than best effort ones (wp=3 and wb=1).783
6.2. Evaluation metrics784
We define a test case for each of the following metrics:785
• Acceptance Rate: the ratio between the number of accepted requests786
(i.e., requests that have been deployed in the optimal solution), also787
differentiated per priority level, and the total number of requests in a788
request set. The request set is generated so that all requests pass the789
feasibility check.790
• Preference satisfaction: it provides a measure of how much the prefer-791
ences expressed in a request have been satisfied.792
• Execution time: time required by the solver to process a set of requests793
and return the optimal solution.794
• DC utilization factor : percentage of used resources against maximum795
resource capacity for each DC.796
• Request Load spread across DCs : percentage of the overall resource797
demand of a request set assigned to each DC.798
• Request latency vs maximum tolerated latency : it is the ratio between799
the computed latency of an accepted request vs its corresponding max-800
imum tolerated latency.801
6.3. Acceptance Rate802
This test case has the goal of assessing to which extent the service provider803
profit is maximized in terms of acceptance rate. Tests have been run over804
the three network topologies where 60% of nodes have been modeled as DC805
nodes. We consider three different combinations of premium (P) and best806
effort (BE) priority levels in the request set, as follows:807
1. P=70% and BE=30%;808
2. P=50% and BE=50%;809
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3. P=30% and BE=70%.810
We vary the request load from 70% to 120% with an increment step of811
10% in order to increasingly stress the network.812
We run 50 test iterations for each combination of priority level distribu-813
tion and request load. In each iteration we slightly vary some parameters814
characterizing the request set and the substrate. As regards the request set,815
source and destination nodes of the service request are randomly mapped to816
the subset of compute nodes in the network and the maximum cost allowed817
for each request is calculated by multiplying the amount of resources required818
by the request with a maximum cost for unit capacity that randomly varies819
in the range [0.9,1.1]. A 25% of requests (randomly selected) requires a fast820
instantiation time (i.e., sr set to 1). As regards preference criteria, 75% of821
requests in each set has cost reduction as unique preference criterion and the822
remaining 25% of requests has both cost and carbon footprint preference cri-823
teria (see Section 5.3). As regards topology settings, the price offered by each824
node per capacity unit randomly varies in the range [0.7,1.2], while the CUE825
randomly varies in a discretized range [1,7] and 50% randomly selected nodes826
offer a container virtualization technology, i.e., they can satisfy requests with827
sr set to 1.828
Fig. 5 shows the average percentage of accepted requests for each com-829
bination of P and BE requests, without differentiating results per classes,830
for the Pan-European topology. For request loads lower than 100%, almost831
all requests are accepted, with negligible difference with respect to the three832
combinations of P and BE requests. When the request load is more challeng-833
ing (i.e., greater than 100%), the overall acceptance rate slightly decreases,834
but such decrease is mainly caused by the reduction in the number of accepted835
BE requests in favor of premium ones, as more clearly shown in Fig. 6. This836
was expected, since in our tests premium and best effort requests require837
the same amount of resources and when resources offered by the substrate838
are getting scarce for high request loads, preference is given to premium re-839
quests. Tests conducted with the German and US network topologies show840
analogous trends thus confirming the expected behavior of the algorithm.841
6.4. Preference satisfaction842
This test case aims at evaluating how far preferences are satisfied in the843
placement decision, considering both 2LevelSat and GradSat preference as-844
signment strategies.845
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Premium 70% - Best Effort 30%
Premium 50% - Best Effort 50%
Premium 30% - Best Effort 70%;
Figure 5: Overall Acceptance Rate vs Request load for different combinations of premium
and best effort requests - Pan-European topology
Based on the global votes calculated in the preprocessing phase (Section846
5.3), an ordered list of DCs is created for each VNF in the request set,847
expressing a descending order of preference for placement.848
In order to measure how far preferences are satisfied, we count how many849
preferences expressed in the request set have been satisfied. More specifically,850
we count how many VNFs of the request set have been placed in the first-851
ranked DCs and how many VNFs in the second-ranked DCs.852
Tests have been carried out on the German and Pan-European topologies853
with the same settings of the substrate network as in the previous test. As854
regards the request set, we considered three different combinations of pre-855
mium (P) and best effort (BE) priority levels as in the previous test (i.e.,856
P=70% and BE=30%, P=50% and BE=50%, P=30% and BE=70%). We857
considered increasing load values (70%, 80%, 90%, 100%), maximum cost in858
the range [0.9,1.1] and two different preference settings, described hereafter.859
First, we evaluate results obtained with the adoption of 2LevelSat strat-860
egy. Table 7 shows the results obtained with the first preference settings861
(called Settings A) where 25% of requests equally take into account cost862
and environmental impact as guiding criteria (wrC = w
r
F = 0.5 in equa-863
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Best Effort Service Class
Figure 6: Acceptance Rate per priority level vs Request load - Pan-European topology
tion (22)), while 75% of requests take into account only the cost criterion864
(wrC = 1, w
r
F = 0).865
As the request load (and thus the overall number of VNFs to be placed)866
increases, the percentage of VNFs placed in DCs ranked in the 1st and 2nd867
position clearly decreases. This is due to the fact that more VNFs compete to868
be placed in the preferred DCs and this effect is exacerbated by the fact that869
with these preference settings a large percentage (75%) of requests compete870
to be placed in the most economically convenient nodes. As the percentage871
of DC nodes increases, preference satisfaction decreases since, as explained872
before, the overall resource capacity is fixed to 100 and the resource quota873
assigned to each node diminishes as the number of DCs increases. Therefore,874
as the number of DC nodes increases, first and second positioned DCs can875
accommodate fewer requests. However, Table 7 shows that, even with high876
request loads and number of DCs, the percentage of VNFs placed in first or877
second position is quite high.878
Table 8 shows the results obtained with the second preference settings879
(called Settings B) where 50% of requests consider only the cost criterion880
(wrC = 1, w
r
F = 0) and the remaining 50% considers only the environmental881
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impact (wrC = 0, w
r
F = 1). As shown in Table 8, preference satisfaction882
improves with respect to the previous configuration. This is due to the fact883
that we divided the request set in two disjoint subsets (one targeting cost884
effective DCs, and the other one targeting DCs minimizing the environmental885
impact) and thus the competition on the resource substrate decreases.886
Table 7: Preference satisfaction with 2LevelSat preference assignment strategy - per-
centage of VNFs placed in 1st and 2nd ranked DCs for sets with 75% requests with
wrC = 1 and w
r




F = 0.5 (Settings A)



























70% 27.0 19.7 22.7 17.3 19.3 17 18.3 15
80% 25.3 18.3 21.0 16.0 18.3 15.0 15.7 13.3
90% 22.7 16.7 19.7 14 17.3 13.0 14.0 11.7
100% 21.3 16.3 17.7 14.0 15.7 13.0 12.7 11.0
Table 8: Preference satisfaction with 2LevelSat preference assignment strategy - percent-
age of VNFs placed in 1st and 2nd ranked DCs, 50% requests with wrC = 1 and w
r
F = 0
and 50% requests with wrC = 0 and w
r
F = 1 (Settings B)



























70% 29.7 22.3 24.3 20.3 22.3 18.3 17.7 16.3
80% 27.0 21.3 22.3 18.7 20.7 17.0 16.7 14.3
90% 24.0 19.0 21.3 16.0 18.0 15 14.7 13.3
100% 23.0 18.0 18.7 16.0 17.0 13.7 14.0 12.3
The remaining part of this section is dedicated to show the results ob-887
tained with the alternative GradSat strategy to assign preferences. We re-888
peated the same tests (i.e., reusing the same request sets, preference and889
topology configurations) and report the results in Tables 9 and 10.890
The resulting behaviour is quite similar to the one obtained with the891
previous preference assignment strategy, i.e., the percentage of VNFs placed892
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Table 9: Preference satisfaction with GradSat preference assignment strategy - percent-
age of VNFs placed in 1st and 2nd ranked DCs for sets with 75% requests with wrC =




F = 0.5 (Settings A)



























70% 24.3 20.0 20.0 17.0 17.3 14.7 14.7 14.0
80% 22.0 17.3 18.0 15.0 16.7 14.0 13.3 11.7
90% 20.0 15.0 17.0 12.3 14.3 12.0 12.3 10.3
100% 19.0 15.0 15.3 13.0 13.7 11.3 11.0 9.7
Table 10: Preference satisfaction with GradSat preference assignment strategy - percentage
of VNFs placed in 1st and 2nd ranked DCs for sets with 50% requests with wrC =
1 and wrF = 0 and 50% requests with w
r
C = 0 and w
r
F = 1 (Settings B)



























70% 26.7 23.3 21.0 20.3 19.3 17.7 15.0 15.7
80% 24.0 21.3 19.0 18.3 17.3 15.7 13.7 13.7
90% 20.0 19.7 18.0 14.7 14.7 13.7 12.3 12.0
100% 18.7 17.7 15.3 14.3 14.0 12.7 11.7 10.3
in the DCs ranked in the 1st and 2nd position decreases with the request893
load both in Table 9 and Table 10. Also in this case preference satisfaction894
in Table 10 is higher than in Table 9.895
Comparing these two strategies, it is evident that the first strategy (2Lev-896
elSat) succeeds in allocating a greater percentage of VNFs in the first and897
second ranked DCs. In addition, different preference assignment strategies898
may also impact the computational time required to solve the optimization899
problem. Although the evaluation on computational time is discussed in the900
following section, it is worth highlighting here how the first strategy leads to901
generally shorter execution time than the second one does, with an average902
computational time over all iterations of 1636 ms versus 4821 ms, respec-903
tively. However, the comparison of the user utility objective value achieved904
shown in Fig. 7 shows that the GradSat strategy obtains higher objective905
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GradSat - Settings A
GradSat - Settings B
2LevelSat - Settings A
2LevelSat - Settings B
Figure 7: Comparison of Preference assignment strategies in terms of user utility objective
value (Request Load=100%)
function values than 2LevelSat’s ones in both types of tests (i.e., Settings A906
and B). Fig.7 shows the average user utility objective value obtained with907
Request Load equal to 100%.908
6.5. Execution Time909
This test aims at evaluating the computational time required by the op-910
timization algorithm to solve the VNF placement problem. Tests have been911
performed on all topologies by varying the percentage of nodes selected as912
DCs (approximately 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%). We have varied the number of913
requests in the input request set (from 14 to 24 requests) to correspondingly914
vary the overall request load (from 70% to 120% of the overall capacity with915
an increasing step of 10%).916
For each combination of request load and DC nodes percentage, we run917
50 iterations, varying some parameters’ settings. Analogously to previous918
test settings, at each iteration we vary the following parameters: source and919
destination nodes of the service request are randomly mapped to the subset920
of compute nodes in the network and the maximum cost allowed for each921
request is determined by multiplying the amount of resource required by the922
35
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(a) Execution time for different re-
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(b) Execution time distribution - log-
arithmic scale
Figure 8: Execution time vs % of compute nodes - Pan-European topology
request with a maximum cost for unit capacity that is made randomly vary in923
the range [0.9,1.2]. A 25% percentage of requests (randomly selected) require924
a fast instantiation time (i.e., sr set to 1). Moreover, 75% of requests in each925
set have cost containment as unique preference criterion and the remaining926
25% of requests express both cost and carbon footprint preference criteria.927
The settings of the topology substrate is the same as in previous tests.928
Figure 8 shows results obtained for the Pan-European topology. Graphic929
(a) on the left, shows how the ten percent trimmed value of execution time930
varies against the percentage of nodes considered as possible VNF locations931
for different request loads. Conversely, the distribution of the execution932
time, including also outliers, is shown in graphic (b) on the right. Analogous933
results have been obtained for the German and US topology, which are not934
reported here for the sake of conciseness, thus corroborating the validity of935
the approach. As expected, the results confirm that the time needed to936
find the optimal solution is influenced by the request load more than by the937
number of DCs. Specifically, we observe that the number of nodes has an938
almost linear impact on the computational time.939
It is worth noticing that all tests have been run with a time limit for the940
solver set to 1200 seconds. As shown in Fig. 8b, in most cases the compu-941
tational time stays well under this limit, while some outliers are highlighted942
with values well above 3 secs.943
In order to evaluate the tradeoff between solution quality and efficiency944
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time limit of 2 secs vs 1200 secs
time limit of 3 secs vs 1200 secs
time limit of 5 secs vs 1200 secs
(a) Relative difference averaged over
different request loads





































(b) Relative difference distribution
Figure 9: Relative difference of the obtained objective function values with respect to the
algorithm configured with a time limit of 1200 seconds
(computational time), we repeated the same test case by imposing a time945
limit of 5, 3 and 2 seconds, respectively. This further experiment is done946
only for the Pan-European topology which is the one with the highest com-947
putational times.948
Figure 9a shows the relative difference of the obtained objective function949
values with respect to the algorithm configured with a time limit of 1200950
seconds. Results shows that the relative difference (averaged over different951
request loads) is almost zero in most cases and increases with the number952
of DC nodes, but it is lower than 14%. Fig 9b shows the distribution of the953
objective function relative difference, highlighting outliers and median values954
(close to zero).955
6.6. DC Utilization factor and request load spread across DCs956
We analyzed results of the tests conducted on a 11 DC network in the957
Pan-European topology to evaluate how DC resources are used for request958
sets demanding 70% of overall resources (i.e. request load). Fig. 10 shows the959
percentage of resource usage for each DC. Considering the above mentioned960
request load and the fact that no upper thresholds on DC resource usage have961
been set, it is worth noticing that the average utilization factor of each DC962
is above 60%, thus demonstrating a good balance of resource usage across963
DCs.964
Figure 11 shows how the request load is spread across DCs, highlighting965
a quite fair distribution of request loads across DCs.966
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Figure 10: DC utilization factor - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs, 70% request load






































Figure 11: Spread of request load across DCs - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs, 70%
request load
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Figure 12: Latency variability across requests - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs
6.7. Request latency vs maximum tolerated latency967
We also evaluated the ratio between the latency of accepted requests and968
the corresponding maximum tolerated latency at increasing request loads.969
Fig. 12 shows that for all request loads the latency of accepted requests is970
well below the maximum tolerated one.971
6.8. Greedy heuristic972
In this section we present the results obtained with a simple greedy heuris-973
tic which works as follows. Requests are considered according to their priority974
level so as to manage first the premium ones. Then, for each request, VNFs975
are considered in the order they appear in the chain and placed on the first976
DC in the ordered list of DCs if the assignment is feasible. DCs are ordered977
according to the price they offer so as to consider first the most convenient978
DCs. More specifically, for a given request, VNFs are considered one by one979
and the placement of a VNF on a DC is feasible only if (i) the DC and the980
VNF are compatible, (ii) the DC has enough capacity, (iii) the cost and the981
latency of the VNFs currently placed do not exceed their maximum allowed982
values, (iv) bandwidth on links is not exceeded. If the assignment is feasi-983
ble, network resources are updated accordingly; otherwise, the next DC is984
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Figure 13: Overall acceptance rate - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs
considered until a DC is found or the list of DCs is exhausted. When, for985
the considered request, the assignment of a VNF to any DC is infeasible,986
the request is discarded and the resources potentially allocated to the previ-987
ous VNFs in the chain are restored. We compare our ILP approach with the988
greedy heuristic in terms of acceptance rate at increasing request loads. Tests989
are performed on a Pan-European network topology of 11 nodes, requests are990
generated to vary the request load from 70% to 120% with each VNF in a991
chain requiring an amount of resources in the set {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}. Our ap-992
proach outperforms the greedy one in the acceptance rate of both classes of993
requests. Since the heuristic prioritizes placement of premium requests, the994
gap between the two approaches (ILP vs greedy) in the acceptance rate for995
premium requests is lower than for best effort ones. The execution time of996
the greedy heuristic is around 20 ms and remains almost stable, as opposed997
to the performance of the ILP approach, characterized by an execution time998
that increases with the request load as discussed in Section 6.5 and with an999
average value of 900 ms.1000
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Figure 14: Acceptance rate for Premium requests - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs















































Figure 15: Acceptance rate for Best Effort requests - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs
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Figure 16: Cumulative acceptance rate - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs
6.9. Evaluation in an online placement scenario1001
In the online placement scenario, at each time step, the algorithm eval-1002
uates a batch of b incoming requests. Each VNF in a chain may request an1003
amount of resource capacity in the set {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}. For each request in the1004
set, the service duration time is randomly set in the range of [1,10] timesteps.1005
At the end of each time step, the status of the network is updated according1006
to deployment choices and the amount of resources of terminating services1007
to be released. The tests have been performed considering a Pan-European1008
network topology with 11 DCs. The batch size b is set to 4 and requests are1009
generated so that the overall request load of the batch is 20 units. Simula-1010
tions are run for 100 time steps. The curve of cumulative acceptance rate1011
in Fig. 16 shows a trend that, after a few iterations, becomes stable around1012
80%. Fig. 17 shows the execution time at each time step, corresponding to1013
an average execution time of 61 ms. We consider this value acceptable in1014
comparison with network service deployment time (e.g. 40-50 secs ca. [13]).1015
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Figure 17: Execution time - Pan-European topology, 11 DCs
7. Conclusions1016
In this paper we presented a novel VNF placement algorithm for embed-1017
ding a set of network service requests in a multi-DC physical substrate that1018
accounts for multiple stakeholders’ perspective. More specifically, we formu-1019
late an ILP-based optimization problem aiming at maximizing primarily ser-1020
vice acceptance rate and, secondarily, satisfaction of subscribers preferences,1021
while handling different priority levels and guaranteeing QoS objectives’ ful-1022
fillment. The problem formulation leverages a layered auxiliary graph built1023
considering the characteristics of the physical substrate topology. The layered1024
structure of the graph ensures that the order of virtual functions specified1025
in the request is preserved. Additional constraints (e.g., maximum allowed1026
network latency on the whole path, minimum bandwidth) are taken into1027
account during the graph construction phase. Our optimization algorithm1028
solves the placement of a batch of requests assumed to be arrived within a1029
given time window, however it allows to differentiate services that need a fast1030
setup from standard ones.1031
Experimental evaluation has been carried out through extensive testings.1032
We showed that the proposed algorithm is effective in maximizing the service1033
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acceptance rate for offline and online placement problems and we compared1034
two different subscribers’ preference assignment strategies. In regards to ef-1035
ficiency, we evaluated how the computational time varies with the request1036
load and topology size, demonstrating that computational time limits of 2,1037
3 and 5 seconds lead to solutions that are very close to the optimal one.1038
Test results also show that the proposed approach fairly distributes the over-1039
all request load across available DCs. Finally, we compared our ILP-based1040
approach with a greedy heuristic, which shows a faster execution time but1041
penalizes best effort requests.1042
We plan to extend this work in a number of ways. We plan to further1043
study the layered graph building step on top of the physical network topology1044
to more robustly handle the dynamic change of topology characteristics (e.g.,1045
available bandwidth). We also plan to improve the formulation of a request’s1046
expected latency by extending the model to consider link transmission delays1047
as well as delay introduced by VNFs (i.e., VNF processing delay).We also1048
plan to evaluate our placement approach in a multi-DC testbed. To this pur-1049
pose, we are developing a Service Request Manager component that manages1050
the deployment of network services on top of a multi-DC environment lever-1051
aging the proposed placement algorithm. The placement decision is used to1052
appropriately compose a Network Service Description file that is sent to a1053
NFV Orchestrator for actual network service deployment, in compliance with1054
ETSI standard specifications. In order to accomplish service deployment in1055
the physical infrastructure, the Service Request Manager will interface with1056
some existing implementations of NFV Orchestrator (e.g., OpenBaton [60])1057
and Virtual Infrastructure Management components (e.g., OpenStack [61]).1058
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